HILMERSON CROWD
CONTROL BARRIER
SYSTEM™

VS.

OTHER CROWD
CONTROL SYSTEMS

Construction-Grade™ crowd control system
built to last 15+ years. Reuse and re-rent.

Lost revenue to rental company. Lost time waiting
for material, installation, and removal.

Improved Security with heavy-duty base options
and additional locking pin at base to prevent
intentional or premeditated relocation or removal.

Movable, vulnerable perimeters.Vandals or
pedestrians can pick up and push over barricade.
Unstable light-weight bases or messy sandbag bases.

10 ft interlocking panels install in minutes with
increased coverage in less time - saves you money.

Typical 6.5’-8’ panels have minimal coverage.

Heavy duty 13g hot-dipped (inside and out)
galvanized steel. Proudly made in America.

Thinner gage steel or powder coated prone to
rust or damage.

Robust Crowd Control Barrier. Control Pedestrian Traffic.
Prevent Unauthorized Access. Reduce Injury and Accidents.
Keep Workers and Visitors Safe.
Our crowd control barrier is a secure and robust system to manage foot traffic in and around
construction job sites. The opposite of an “economy” barricade, the Hilmerson Crowd Control Barrier
System™ is an interlocking 10 ft. barricade made of heavy-duty 13g hot-dipped galvanized steel
and is built to last in your fleet for 15+ years. Get ultimate security with our “locked” standard foot
base OR versatile 70 pound weighted or penetrating bases with gravity locks.

Stop Waiting for Material. Invest, Reuse, & Re-Rent for 15+ Years.

General Contractors can now create a new revenue stream by bringing a crowd control barrier
system into their fleet and managing installation and removal on their time schedules. No
more waiting or throwing money away to crowd barricade rental houses. Bring crowd control
barricades in house. Rent back to future projects. The versatile bases can also be used
interchangeably with our construction safety rail or free-standing fence systems.

info@hilmersonsafety.com
www.hilmersonsafety.com
952-239-0125
Revolutionary Construction-Grade ™ Safety Products That Improve Job Site Safety AND Your Bottom Line
Reusable • Easy Installs • Minimal Components • Made in the USA • Lasts 15+ Years

